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View and edit CSV files Multiple separator types Add or delete rows and columns Sort data Copy records Apply formatting The
application has a search tool that lets you find data in a CSV file Search for words in the Internet Snapshot tool Change font, font color
and text size Change row color and background Text alignment Automatic resize of columns Easily save files Export to Excel, HTML,

XML or other separated / fixed width text format Insert images, images from the clipboard or from the local disk Import data from
Excel, HTML or other separated / fixed width text format Tables can be sorted and filtered in a variety of ways (selection, sorting,
filters) If you are looking for a simple viewer and editor for CSV and tabular text files, DMcsvEditor might be the solution for you.
This multilingual application provides you with all the necessary tools for analyzing and handling CSV files. The program can open

CSV, TSV, TAB and TXT files without altering the text layout and comes with support for multiple separator types, such as comma,
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semicolon and automatic recognition. You can use its editing capabilities to change field values, add or delete lines and columns, copy
records and sort data. The result can then be easily exported to Excel, HTML, XML or another separated / fixed width text format.
The search tool enables you to find records in a large CSV file, but you can also use it to search for selected words on the Internet

directly from the application, using different search engines (Google, Yahoo and Bing are included, but you can add others using the
'Settings' menu). Another advantage of the application is the snapshot tool, which you can use to capture the application interface and
save the picture to your computer in JPG or BMP format. This comes in handy if you want to keep track of the changes you make to
the table entries. The program provides you with a clean and simple interface, allowing you to access all the options using the toolbar.

The table appearance is fully customizable: you can change the row and the font colors, as well as automatically resize the column
dimension to fit the window. Additionally, the application does not require installation, thus you don't have to worry that your system

registry might be affected. All in all, DMcsvEditor is an easy to use application for viewing, formatting

DMcsvEditor [Win/Mac]
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* CSV File Viewer * Table Viewer * CSV File Editor * CSV File Sorter * Table Editor * Table Sorter * CSV and Table Export *
Data Filter * Data Extractor * CSV Search * CSV Snapshot * MS Excel Export * BMP/JPG Image Export * Internet Data Search *
Google, Bing or Yahoo Search DMcsvEditor Key Features: * Support for multiple separators (comma, semicolon, tab, and automatic
recognition) * Support for common CSV separator types: * Comma, semicolon, tab * Comma, semicolon, tab, automatic recognition *
Comma, semicolon, tab, automatic recognition, semicolon as separator * Comma, semicolon, tab, automatic recognition, tab as
separator * Tab, space, semicolon, tab * Tab, space, semicolon, tab, automatic recognition * Tab, space, tab, automatic recognition *
Other text separators supported: * Pipe, colon, dot, equal * Multiple rows and columns can be added or removed * Individual column
resizing * Data can be imported, exported and sorted * Advanced search by keyword or regular expression * Exports to Microsoft
Excel, HTML, XML, TXT, BMP, JPG * Complete Unicode support * CSV files can be edited in Microsoft Excel * Filter and export
records in bulk * Search records directly from the program * Use the snapshot tool to capture the application interface * Local data
search * Internet data search * Google, Bing or Yahoo search * Can be installed and used without requiring administrative rights *
Proprietary and free * Runs on Windows from 2000 to Windows 10 DMcsvEditor requires: * Microsoft Windows 10 * Microsoft
Excel 2013 or later DMcsvEditor Changelog: * 26/04/2015: Version 1.6 * 26/04/2015: Build 54 * 23/04/2015: Version 1.5 *
23/04/2015: Build 51 * 13/04/2015: Version 1.4 * 13/04/2015: Build 46 * 03/04/2015: Version 1.3 * 03/04/2015: Build 43 *
30/03/2015: Version 1.2 * 30/03/2015: Build 36

What's New in the?

* Simple to use application for viewing, formatting and handling tabular text or CSV files. * Advanced search capabilities to find
records in a large CSV file. * Export in Excel, HTML, XML or other separated / fixed width text formats. * Snapshot tool to capture
the application interface and save the picture to your computer in JPG or BMP format. * Simple toolbar that allows you to select the
field separator, change fonts and colors. * Supports multiple separators such as commas, semicolons and automatic recognition. * You
can drag the fields of the table or change their position. * Automatic resizing of the table fields. * Supports drag and drop features for
adding or removing rows and columns. * The result can be easily exported to Excel, HTML, XML or other separated / fixed width text
formats. * Tabs can be displayed or hidden. * Supports multiple tabs. * User interface in English, German, Spanish, French and other
languages. * Supports multiple languages and has an automatic translation function. * Open data from the Internet directly from the
application using search engines such as Google, Bing and Yahoo. * Optimized for modern browsers. * The application does not
require installation, so the system registry is not affected. * Worked in Windows 7 and Windows 8 Simple TreeviewViewer can be
used for viewing and editing hierarchically structured tree data of various kinds. The application allows you to view the data tree using
a hierarchical view, a tabular view or a side-by-side table view. It supports a multiline display format, in which lines can be set to fixed
width, a different line spacing and various colors. All the data can be searched, edited and formatted, and you can also export to an
HTML file and/or XML file. To customize the view of the tree view, you can edit the node attributes and the tree nodes directly or
create your own user interface using the application's properties. Simple TreeviewViewer Description: * View hierarchically
structured tree data using a hierarchical view, a tabular view or a side-by-side table view. * Allows you to view the data tree using a
hierarchical view, a tabular view or a side-by-side table view. * Supports a multiline display format, in which lines can be set to fixed
width, a different line spacing and various colors. * All the data can be searched, edited and formatted, and you can also export to an
HTML file and/or XML file. * You can create your own user interface using the application's properties. * Fully customizable. * You
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can edit the node attributes and the tree nodes directly. * The application supports multilingual. * Optimized for modern browsers. *
Worked in Windows 7 and Windows
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System Requirements For DMcsvEditor:

OS: Windows 7/Vista/XP Processor: Intel(R) Pentium(R) 4 CPU 3.0GHz Memory: 3GB RAM Hard Disk: 3GB Game: On the screen
of the player at all times are the items of a typical person, of which the player is not informed about its purpose. There is a total of 16
possible combinations of items. The player is not allowed to access more than one item of one type at a time. The first task of the
player is to pick the
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